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Also Hence,
or
ds = droodt = vdtccdt = 1        2 _
a = 2uv.
Since a force is measured in terms of mass times acceleration, it follows that the west-east deflective force / that would keep a mass m, of atmosphere, or anything else, next the pole in the same meridian, or the east- west force that, if the earth were still, would produce the given motion with reference to its surface, is given by the equation.
/ = ma — 2ma> vy
where v and co have the values above assigned.
Let the moving particle under consideration be not at one of the poles, but at some other point, such as P (Fig. 34) at latitude <£. Resolve the . angular velocity o>, about ON, into its components about the right-angled axes OP and OP' . These components, as is well known, are o> sin <#> about OP and u cos </> about OP'.
Now all points on and exceedingly close to the equator of a rotating sphere have sensibly the same velocity around the axis, hence the direction and velocity of horizontally moving particles at P are affected by the
component of rotation about OP only, and not at all by the component
about OP'.
That is, at N, as already explained,
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FIG. 34.-
-Deflection, not at pole, due to earth's rotation.
a = 2ow, and / = 2 while at latitude <£, where the angular rotation is o> sin <f>,
a =
sin <£, and / = 2muv sin
to the right (going forward with the particle) in the northern hemisphere, to the left ki the southern.
From this simple equation it follows that the deflective force duo to the rotation of the earth acting on a quantity of moving air (that is, the force that, assuming the earth to be still, measures the existing tendency

